
SINGLE-LOT 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Period of proliferation:

Number of dwellings:
Number of stories:

Total number of bedrooms:
Circulation type:

Building depth:
Building width:

Building perimeter, all levels:

AREAS
Site Area:

Built Upon Area:
Nett Floor Area / Dwelling:

Gross Floor Area [GFA]:
Landscaped Area:

RATIOS
Floor Space Ratio:

External walls / GFA:
Total bedrooms / GFA: 

Christopher Argent
AUG.26.2011   

PHOTO STREET FRONTAGE

TYPOLOGY GENEALOGOY

FLOOR PLANS 1:200 SECTION 1:100

STREET BLOCK 
ARRANGEMENT PLAN 1:500

DESCRIPTION OF TYPOLOGY:
Introversion, privacy and autonomy characterize this typology. Form is
typically developed around a central courtyard traditionally used to
control temperature, daylight as well as being embedded with centu-
ries of culture. It allows a very dense urban development since it can be 
linked to other units on three sides.  As a consequence it has very little 
surface, for the area it encloses. It’s structure allows modulation of ele-
ments to expand and contract depending on requirement, as circulation 
and layout are easily adaptable. Fire protection, building regulations, 
static ownership all hinder the progress of development of courtyards. 
Orientation, depth height all are critical attributes when designing. 

HISTORY OF TYPOLOGY:
Courtyard typology has existed  for thousands of years since Neolithic 
settlements. Initially used as a protective barrier against the elements 
and human & animal invasion.  It developed concurrently in China and 
in Islamic States, as well as becoming the primary typology in hot, arid 
areas.
More importantly were the cultural aspects which drove the genealogy 
of the typology, as the cultures that it thrived in had cultural require-
ments for privacy, sanctuary and separation from the public realm, as
well as grades of the attributes within the family. Britain and Germany 
utilized the typology for a mixed use living on their farms, keeping their 
barns, farmhouses, stables etc  in the same vicinity. 

[Courtyard House]
East: 6400BC (Islamic, Chinese) 
West: 44-1500AD (Rome (E&W))
1500-1900AD (Britain, Germany)
1
2
4
Intersecting/Radial

6 m (one side) 
18m
72 m exterior, 24m inside (both)

324 sqm
288 sqm
474 sqm
576 sqm
36 sqm

1.78
0.33
0.007

First Floor

Ground Floor

Garden Courtyard Shared Courtyard L-Shaped House

Group L-Shapes Patio Courtyard Atrium Courtyard
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SINGLE-LOT 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Period of proliferation:

Number of dwellings:
Number of stories:

Total number of bedrooms:
Circulation type:

Building depth:
Building width:

Building perimeter, all levels:

AREAS
Site Area:

Built Upon Area:
Nett Floor Area / Dwelling:

Gross Floor Area [GFA]:
Landscaped Area:

RATIOS
Floor Space Ratio:

External walls / GFA:
Total bedrooms / GFA: 

Group: 4  Name: Marcus Betts
AUG.24.2011   

PHOTO STREET FRONTAGE

PERSPECTIVE

SECTION 1:200

STREET BLOCK 
ARRANGEMENT PLAN 1:500

DESCRIPTION OF TYPOLOGY:
There are two types of dual occupancy;
detached dual occupancy the erection of two free-standing dwellings or the 
erection of a second free-standing dwelling on a single allotment. 
 Or attached dual occupancy the erection of two dwellings, or addition to 
an existing dwelling to create a second dwelling, under a common roof on a 
single allotment. 
 The most common and one focused on is detached dual occupancy where 
the existing house is at the front of the allotment with a new dwelling at the 
rear with the use of a shared driveway.

HISTORY OF TYPOLOGY:

were no regulation to these dwellings Council Rallied with the State Planning 
Authority to legislate these with formal approval. The Sydney Regional 
Environmental Plan in the early 1980’s allowed dual occupancy conversions 
or extensions for the purpose of dual occupancy in Sydney Councils. In 
January 1992 NSW Department of Planning amended State Environmental 

of extreme community objection, in May 1995 the subdivision policy was 
abandoned. Today dual occupancy is not subdivided and remains on a single 
allotment. Normally the owner of the title lives in the larger dwelling with 
extended family or private individuals rent out the smaller dwelling. 

Dual Occupancy

80’s & Early 90’s

2
1 or 2
3 or 4 in existing 2 or 3 in rear

private residence
16m and 12m
8m and 6-8m
56m and 40m

600sqm
450sqm 75%
140sqm and 110sqm
270sqm
150sqm 25%

max 0.5 : 1
15 : 1
45 : 1

FLOOR PLANS 1:200
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PHOTO OTHER
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SINGLE-LOT 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Period of proliferation:

Number of dwellings:
Number of stories:

Total number of bedrooms:
Circulation type:

Building depth:
Building width:

Building perimeter, all levels:

AREAS
Site Area:

Built Upon Area:
Nett Floor Area / Dwelling:

Gross Floor Area [GFA]:
Landscaped Area:

RATIOS
Floor Space Ratio:

External walls / GFA:
Total bedrooms / GFA: 

Group: 1 Name: Sharon Concannon
AUG.26.2011   

PHOTO STREET FRONTAGE

FLOOR PLANS 1:200 SECTION 1:200

STREET BLOCK 
ARRANGEMENT PLAN 1:500

DESCRIPTION OF THE GRANNY FLAT:
A Granny !at is a self-contained extension of the family home that: (a) 
is established in conjunction with a house (b) is on the same lot of land 
as the principal house. Only one house and one granny !at is allowed 
on the lot.  The combined total !oor area of the house and the granny 
!at must comply with the !oor space area controls in the LEP.  The max 
!oor area of the granny !at should be no greater than 60 square metres 
or the maximum !oor area prescribed by the council in the LEP. The lot 
can not be subdivided and the granny !at must meet planning controls 
such as building height, setbacks, FSR’s and open space in the LEP and/or 
the complying development provisions in the A"ordable Rental Hous-
ing SEPP. The granny !at must meets the requirements of the BCA. For 
detached granny !ats the lot size must be at least 450 m2 for attached 
granny !ats lot size is not relevant. 

HISTORY OF THE GRANNY FLAT:
The precursor of the granny !at is the dowager house. The dowager 
house was a smaller dwelling on an estate which was established to 
house the widow of the owner of a property when the new heirs were 
ready to move in to the main the house. In urban areas this gave way to 
the granny !at initially being the occupied by elderly family members 
who could live independently but be close enough to be cared for by the 
family. In 2009 with changes in NSW planning legislation, 10 day approv-
al of plans and a promotion of the granny !at as a means to a"ordable 
housing a new generation of granny !ats has emerged.

Granny Flat

1
1
1, 2 or studio
external access

4.5 m
10.5 m
30 m

150 sqm
47.5 sqm
49 sqm
50 sqm
100 sqm

1:3
5/50
1 loft
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SINGLE-LOT 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Period of proliferation:

Number of dwellings:
Number of stories:

Total number of bedrooms:
Circulation type:

Building depth:
Building width:

Building perimeter, all levels:

AREAS
Site Area:

Built Upon Area:
Nett Floor Area / Dwelling:

Gross Floor Area [GFA]:
Landscaped Area:

RATIOS
Floor Space Ratio:

External walls / GFA:
Total bedrooms / GFA: 

[nicole guymer_92009733]      26.Aug.2011   

PHOTO STREET FRONTAGE

PHOTO OTHER

FLOOR PLANS 1:200

SECTION 1:200

STREET BLOCK 
ARRANGEMENT PLAN 

DESCRIPTION OF TYPOLOGY:

HISTORY OF TYPOLOGY:

Semi-detached House



SINGLE-LOT 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Period of proliferation:

Number of dwellings:
Number of stories:

Total number of bedrooms:
Circulation type:

Building depth:
Building width:

Building perimeter, all levels:

AREAS
Site Area:

Built Upon Area:
Nett Floor Area / Dwelling:

Gross Floor Area [GFA]:
Landscaped Area:

RATIOS
Floor Space Ratio:

External walls / GFA:
Total bedrooms / GFA: 

Alexander Herran_10727752
AUG.26.2011   

PHOTO STREET FRONTAGE

AXONOMETRIC VIEWS

FLOOR PLANS 1:200 SECTION 1:200

STREET BLOCK 

ARRANGEMENT PLAN 1:500

DESCRIPTION OF TYPOLOGY:

HISTORY OF TYPOLOGY:

SHOP-TOP

1950’s

Varies
2/3
Varies
Walk up Type

Lot Size varies
Min 2.5m
170 m

85 sqm
90 sqm
GF 65 sqm, First Floor 41sqm
GF 85 sqm, First Floor 52sqm
Outdoor Space 30sqm

1:1
GF:85 sqmFirst Floor 52sqm
First Floor : 44 sqm

Shop-top describes a building type with residential dwellings above commercial, in most cases retail space. 
_Generally this building type occurs on land zoned for commercial purposes. 
_Shop-top accommodation can be either:
* Shop-top housing; 1 or more dwellings over two levels associated with a ground level commercial space or
* Shop-top Residential Flat Building; 4 or more dwellings and 3 or more storeys associated with a ground level
  commercial space.
Shop-top:
_Provides accommodation in proximity to the amenity, conveniences and activities offered by centres such as 
  entertainment and dining and social benefits such as public transport and community services.
_Comprises of either two or three storeys with the commercial component occupying the whole of the ground 
  level of the building and in some cases the first level as well. Apartment layouts on the first level can bedesigned 
  to allow for home/office or future commercial uses. 
_Is characterised by being built to the street alignment and the side boundaries and are oriented to the street front
  and the rear of the lot. Their elevations have a high level of urban design consistency between all buildings along 
  the street and they strongly define a built edge to the street space.
_The primary and overriding purpose of land within centres is to provide for the current employment, commercial, 
  entertainment and civic needs of the community therefore development is to safeguard the flexibility and growth
  opportunities of these uses. 

PHOTO S
STREET BLOCK 

ARRANGEMENT PLAN 1:500

sqm
sqm

Bar/Reception

Dining Area 2 Dining Area 3

Dining Area 1 Kitchenwc

Outdoor Terrace

Parapet to street. All levels to building 
are built to the street boundary

0m
 se

tb
ac

k

0m
 se

tb
ac

k Glass Shop FrontParapet to street

GF LEVEL 1

Higher Commercial Floor
to Ceiling Levels

3.2/3.6 Max GF
2.4/2.7 Max First Floor
Foot path
Street

Aerial View - Gardeners Road, Mascot, NSW Shop Top Retail - NewTown, NSW

Mix Strip Retail - NewTown, NSW

Corner Block Retail - Marrickville, NSW

_The emergence of the Shop Top is related to considerable changes that occurred since the half of the past century,
  Although the large expansion of strip malls occurred in the 1950s with the rise of suburban living, the first strip 
  mall dates back in the 1920s.
_Being a collection of typically connected buildings that share a common off-street parking lot and are built on a 
  high-capacity commercial road, a Shop Top has an inward facing design promoting the theory that customers would
  be better intrigued to shop if they feel protected in a controlled environment.
_Generally, Shop Top satisfy the shopping needs of nearby residents, but also provide affordable retail spaces for 
  start-ups and small businesses.
_The architecture of Shop Top is very diverse. Although older strip malls are usually arranged in a plain, straightforward 
  way, modern strip malls are built in a more complex architecture that may even break the whole structure into smaller 
  buildings to provide a sense of scale. 
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SINGLE-LOT 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Period of proliferation:

Number of dwellings:
Number of stories:

Total number of bedrooms:
Circulation type:

Building depth:
Building width:

Building perimeter, all levels:

AREAS
Site Area:

Built Upon Area:
Nett Floor Area / Dwelling:

Gross Floor Area [GFA]:
Landscaped Area:

RATIOS
Floor Space Ratio:

External walls / GFA:
Total bedrooms / GFA: 

Group: 7  Names: Emma Barnes
AUG.26.2011   

PHOTO STREET FRONTAGE

PHOTO OTHER

FIRST FLOOR PLAN 
1:200

GROUND FLOOR PLAN 
1:200

SECTION 1:200

STREET BLOCK 
ARRANGEMENT PLAN 1:500

DESCRIPTION OF TYPOLOGY:
A single-detached dwelling/house or separate house is a “free-standing 
residential building.”
As it does not touch neighbouring dwellings, the only limits to its size is 
the budget and local council.
The dwelling has developed over the centuries but still goes back to 
basics with its recon! gured rectangle geometry.
Over 20% of the Australian population live in detatched homes.

HISTORY OF TYPOLOGY:
Detached dwellings in the 
19th century were incoher-
ent and messy. There was no 
planning so no composure. 
Detatched dwellings in the 
mid 20th century went back 
to the simplicity of structure. 
The basic rectangle. Planning 
of detatched dwellings are 
based around the rectangle 
today.  

Detatched House

25 years

1
2
4
Double loaded corridor; central 
stair
16m
12m
61.456m

350-650sqm
100-200 sqm
251 sqm
237 sqm
100-400 sqm

1.4:1 - 2.6:1
281 sqm
66 sqm

1820 - 1840

1862 - 1870

1890 - 1904



SINGLE-LOT 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Period of proliferation:

Number of dwellings:
Number of stories:

Total number of bedrooms:
Circulation type:

Building depth:
Building width:

Building perimeter, all levels:

AREAS
Site Area:

Built Upon Area:
Nett Floor Area / Dwelling:

Gross Floor Area [GFA]:
Landscaped Area:

RATIOS
Floor Space Ratio:

External walls / GFA:
Total bedrooms / GFA: 

Group: 9  Name: Harriet Webb
AUG.26.2011   

STREET FRONTAGE

FRONT FACADE

FLOOR PLANS 1:200 SECTION 1:200

STREET BLOCK 
ARRANGEMENT PLAN 1:500

DESCRIPTION OF TYPOLOGY:
The terrace house is one of a row of houses connected on both sides and 
is usually two to three stories high. The frontage is usually around four 
meters wide with a small front garden entrance and a back courtyard 
large enough to contain a car space. The terrace house usually takes up 
60% of a long narrow block of land. Most terraces are constructed from 
brick with a stucco !nish and have heavy use of cast iron ornament, 
particularly on the balconies. The entrance is o" to one side of the front 
facade with a central stair for circulation. Bedrooms are usually located 
on the top #oor. 

HISTORY OF TYPOLOGY:
The terrace house originated from Great Britain in the early 1840s. The 
early terrace houses in Australia originated from the Georgian style. 
The terrace typology was the major housing style built in Sydney and 
Melbourne to accommodate the booming populations. Terrace houses 
were mainly built close to transport hubs and in particular rail and 
tram stations. Terraces in the 1890s became slums and the government 
talked about banning them and in 1920s terraces were banned in most 
of Australia. In 1950 the Australian Dream had occurred and Australians 
desired the quarter acre block. Terraces however came back into fashion 
in the late 1960s. 

Terrace

1840 - 1890s

1
2
2.5
Single loaded corridor with        
central stair
17.8m
4m
42.8m

127 sqm
63 sqm
83 sqm
102.9 sqm
16 sqm

1.5:1
0.2:1
0.25:1

FIRST FLOORGROUND FLOOR

INTERIOR
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SINGLE-LOT 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Period of proliferation:

Number of dwellings:
Number of stories:

Total number of bedrooms:
Circulation type:

Building depth:
Building width:

Building perimeter, all levels:

AREAS
Site Area:

Built Upon Area:
Nett Floor Area / Dwelling:

Gross Floor Area [GFA]:
Landscaped Area:

RATIOS
Floor Space Ratio:

External walls / GFA:
Total bedrooms / GFA: 

Group: 9  Name: Mark P. Alves
AUG.26.2011   

PHOTO STREET FRONTAGE

PHOTO OTHER

FLOOR PLANS 1:200

STREET BLOCK ARRANGEMENT PLAN 1:500

DESCRIPTION OF TYPOLOGY:
The traditional Sydney ‘six pack’ is a 2 or 3 storey brick apartment build-
ing with no mechanical lift.  The ‘six pack’ is the most common form of 
apartment in Australia. It features predominantly throughout the Syd-
ney area as it was very popular for developers of the time. It involves a 
simple concrete and brick construction method and was typically built 
on a quarter acre block. The arrangement consisted of mainly 2 bedroom 
units with a balcony to the main living area.

HISTORY OF TYPOLOGY:
In 1921, NSW ordinance 71 was introduced which was the !rst legislation 
to distinguish between di"erent housing types. This legislation allowed 
councils to regulate housing density and subdivisions but it did not stip-
ulate controls for #at buildings, and NSW building laws in particular fa-
voured the ‘walk up’. Apartments reached the suburbs during the 1920’s 
and 1930’s and in the late 1940’s the average #at contained four rooms; 2 
bedrooms and a living and kitchen. Into the 1950’s and 1960’s the apart-
ments grew to suburbs further from the city. Traditionally they were built 
fairly cheaply and became popular among renters who wanted cheap, 
basic accommodation, however ‘walk ups’ were very common in the 
Eastern suburbs around the and it was a clear choice for renters here as 
the apartments had higher rates than neighboring cottages. It was in the 
1960’s where the ‘walk up’ truly gained momentum as strata title laws 
were introduced which simpli!ed the ownership process for developers.

The Six Pack

1960’s-1980’s

4-8 and up
2 and 3
2 per apt = 16
1 or 2 double loaded communal 
stair
45m
13m
126m

1100sqm
975sqm
68sqm
616sqm
125qm

0.48:1
126/616sqm
16/616sqm

1

6

7

54
32

8

1. LIVING
2. KITCHEN
3. DINING
4. LAUNDRY
5. BATHROOM
6. BEDROOM 2
7. BEDROOM 1
8. BALCONY

STREET

GARAGE

NEIGHBOURING 
BLOCK

SIX PACK

NEIGHBOURING 
BLOCK

NEIGHBOURING 
BLOCK

DRIVEWAY

SECTION 1:200



SINGLE-LOT 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Period of proliferation:

Number of dwellings:
Number of stories:

Total number of bedrooms:
Circulation type:

Building depth:
Building width:

Building perimeter, all levels:

AREAS
Site Area:

Built Upon Area:
Nett Floor Area / Dwelling:

Gross Floor Area [GFA]:
Landscaped Area:

RATIOS
Floor Space Ratio:

External walls / GFA:
Total bedrooms / GFA: 

Names: Kimberley Howell
AUG.26.2011   

PHOTO STREET FRONTAGE

PHOTO OTHER

FLOOR PLANS 1:200 PERSPECTIVE

STREET BLOCK 
ARRANGEMENT PLAN 1:500

DESCRIPTION OF TYPOLOGY:
Medium density housing, operated under Strata Title. Communal grounds 
such as a driveway, gardens, play areas, pool managed by a Body Corpo-
rate.  

Townhouses usually grouped together on combined Lots, ranging from 
3-7 on one Lot or rising to 70+ on multi Lots.  Houses attached by party 
walls in clusters of two or three, or more. Private gardens or courtyards at 
the rear, a garage at the front or separately located in a joint underground 
carpark area. 

HISTORY OF TYPOLOGY:
Attached houses have been the predominant dwelling type throughout 
history.  It was in the nineteenth century when detached houses gained 
an identity in the landscape, were generally built by the rich.

From Australia’s settlement until the end of the nineteenth century terrace 
houses were the main typology in Sydney. Then with the rise of the car 
and realisation of space detached dwellings became the norm. 

After World War ll and the rise of the Modernist values the revival of the 
Terrace emerged transforming inner Sydney from slums into a!  uent 
suburbs. This led to other parts of the population desiring a Terrace ‘style’ 
which developers pounced on creating the town house typology we are 
familiar with today. 

Townhouse

1950s-present day

3-7
2
3
Open plan with internal stair

12 m
6.5 m
163m

950 sqm
255 sqm
83 sqm
472 sqm
70 sqm

0.5 
0.18
0.025
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SINGLE-LOT 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Period of proliferation:

Number of dwellings:
Number of stories:

Total number of bedrooms:
Circulation type:

Building depth:
Building width:

Building perimeter, all levels:

AREAS
Site Area:

Built Upon Area:
Nett Floor Area / Dwelling:

Gross Floor Area [GFA]:
Landscaped Area:

RATIOS
Floor Space Ratio:

External walls / GFA:
Total bedrooms / GFA: 

Group: 3 Names: Leonard Jones
AUG.26.2011   

PHOTO STREET FRONTAGE

PHOTOS OTHER

FLOOR PLANS 1:50 SECTION 1:50

STREET BLOCK 
ARRANGEMENT PLAN 1:100

DESCRIPTION OF TYPOLOGY:
Today the term “villa” is often applied to vacation rental properties and 
associated with sites of views or water. In the UK term is used for high 
quality detached homes in warm destinations, particularly the Mediter-
ranean. The term is also used in Pakistan and in some of the Caribbean 
Islands, coastal resort areas and mainland Mexico. It commonly decribes 
“luxury bungalows” in various worldwide locations. In Sydney, Australia 
“villas” is a term used to describe a type of townhouse complex which 
contains, possibly smaller attached or detached houses of up to 3-4 bed-
rooms that were built since the early 1980s.

HISTORY OF TYPOLOGY:
A villa was originally an ancient Roman upper-class country house. Since 
its origins in the Roman villa, the idea and function of a villa have evolved 
considerably. After the fall of the Roman Republic, villas became small 
farming compounds, which were increasingly forti! ed in Late Antiquity, 
sometimes transferred to the Church for reuse as a monastery. Then they 
gradually re-evolved through the Middle Ages, into elegant upper-class 
country homes. In modern parlance ‘villa’ can refer to a various types and 
sizes of residences, ranging from the suburban “semi-detached” double 
villa to residences in the wildland-urban interface.

VILLA

Evolved since acient Rome. 
Australia since 1980s
1
1-2
1-6
various

less than 22m (15-22)
less than 22m (6-10) 
less than 80m (approx 42) 

variable according to context
484 sqm (min for multiple)
90 sqm
approx. 80 sqm (single level)
approx. 90 sqm
variable according to site

0.45:1 (max for fair! eld)
2.1:1 
45:1 

22m minimum suburban street frontage 
(fair! eld council)

Roman Villa Villa Savoye
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SINGLE-LOT 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Period of proliferation:

Number of dwellings:
Number of stories:

Total number of bedrooms:
Circulation type:

Building depth:
Building width:

Building perimeter, all levels:

AREAS
Site Area:

Built Upon Area:
Nett Floor Area / Dwelling:

Gross Floor Area [GFA]:
Landscaped Area:

RATIOS
Floor Space Ratio:

External walls / GFA:
Total bedrooms / GFA: 

Names: Phuong Nam Nguyen
AUG.26.2011   

PHOTO STREET FRONTAGE

BACK YARD

FLOOR PLANS 1:200 One Level Zero Lot  Detached

STREET BLOCK 
ARRANGEMENT PLAN 1:500

DESCRIPTION OF TYPOLOGY:
A Zero Lot Detached is positioned on one lot line without any setback, with 
private yards on the other three sides of the building including a wider side 
yard on one side.
There are many names associated with this product type including garden 
home, garden villa, courtyard home, club home, cottage, and more. In any 
case, “patio home” most commonly refers to a single-story, single-family 
unit sited on a building lot that is typically not much larger than the build-
ing foundation. These products generally have a condominium ownership 
structure and building exteriors are typically maintained by the homeown-
ers association. 

HISTORY OF TYPOLOGY:
Gopal Ahluwalia, vice president of research for the National Association of 
Home Builders. “The consumer is willing to accept smaller lot size ... but 
not smaller homes. Many homeowners will give up a large lot if it saves 
them an hour of commuting time.” 
It is result of baby bom and affordable prices.
The median lot size of a new single-family house has dropped from 9,750 
square feet in 1992 to 8,612 square feet in 2002. 
On another hand, Zero lot effects are not just for low-income homebuyers: 
they are an attractive option for anyone who doesn’t have the time or incli-
nation to maintain a large yard. 
Customers willing to live in smaller size land near centre but still keep a 
large size living space and other requirements, then Zero lot detached ex-
isted. We could say it is hybrid of single detached house and row house.

Zero Lot Detached

Detached house

1
2
3

13.5 m
9.6 m
46.2 m

280 sqm
180 sqm
160 sqm
175 sqm
100 sqm

0.65:10
9:175
3:175


